
 
 
 

  MEMORANDUM 

 

  To:    Arlington County Staff 

  FROM:  The Northern Virginia Affordable Housing Alliance 

  RE:    Draft Recommendations Phase 2 Missing Middle Housing 

  DATE:   June 2, 2022 

   
 

I am writing on behalf of the Northern Virginia Affordable Housing Alliance (NVAHA), a coalition of 

cross-sector housing industry professionals and advocates working in five jurisdictions in Northern 

Virginia. Our mission is to promote healthy, sustainable and equitable communities that meet the diverse 

housing needs of Northern Virginia residents. Our activities include housing research, policy analysis 

and advocacy, as we seek to build political will to advance housing affordability through a better 

understanding of its impact on health, equity, and economic development.  

 

NVAHA supports the recommendations of the Missing Middle Housing Study Phase 2 Analysis and 

Draft Framework. The county’s Missing Middle study is the first in Northern Virginia to advance our 

understanding of this issue, and an important step in demonstrating how zoning reform can unlock the 

potential to increase housing supply in our region. These recommendations move us closer to 

dismantling the legacy of racial inequities in our current land use and zoning patterns. We note that 

housing supply and affordability is a challenge faced by the entire Washington metropolitan area and is 

not unique to Arlington. Thank you for being a trailblazer on the issue of missing middle housing! 

 

We also commend county staff for the comprehensive community engagement process used to inform 

and guide iterations of the study. Events like Ask the Authors, community partners’ organizational 

meetings, multiple listening tours, and draft updates provided extensive opportunities for the broader 

Arlington community to comment. 
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since the eddevelopfor being king have the best chance reduced par up to six units of housing with  
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and from the developer more input ment, we would have likedplex develop-hile we support an eightW 
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to address the tional changethese recommendations provide founda nd greater than supplyhousing dema 

housing, song middle missiwith not assured  affordability isHowever,  .wayimbalance in a meaningful  
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moving odest, but we supportted in the draft, the outcome for the first few years may be mnostaff s A 

over timethe policies will happen that revisions to  It is likely s.first step ese innovativeforward with th 
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,Sincerely  

 

 

Michelle Krocker, Executive Director 

le Housing AllianceNorthern Virginia Affordab  
 

 


